ComS 168 APPROACHES TO RHETORICAL CRITICISM  
Mark R. Stoner  
COURSE CONTRACT  

REQUIRED CORE ASSIGNMENTS  

Term Paper (and presentation) ..................... 300 points  
DUE: ____________  

Mid-term and Final Exams (2 X 75) ............ 150 points  
DUE: ____________  

Teaching of a Critical Method ..................... 150 points  
DUE: ____________  

Meeting with instructor.............................. 50 points  
DUE: ____________  

Occasionally Collected Homework............. 100 points  
DUE: ____________  

OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS  

Journal . . . . . . . .. (50-150 pts) ............  
DUE: ____________  

Annotated Bibliography . .(100 pts) .........  
DUE: ____________  

Basic Questions Essays . .(50-150 pts) .  
DUE: ____________  

Glossary . . . .(50-100pts) .....................  
DUE: ____________  

Project of your design . .(50-150 pts) ....  
DUE: ____________  

Total number: ____________  

Anticipated grade:__________  

I, ___________________________________________________________________, agree to the contract outlined above.  

With appropriate completion and acceptance of the assignments listed above, and with regular attendance and participation in this community of learners, the student will receive the anticipated grade.  

________________________________________________________________________  

Dr. Stoner  

Amendations:  

Initials: ____________; ____________  
Date Amended: